Arabosai chooses Qatar as its representative for Intosai for 2022-2022

Qatar may see higher public revenue and another fiscal surplus in 2022, says EIU

For outdoor dining, Qatar is expected to see a surge in demand as the country prepares for the FIFA World Cup 2022. The EIU expects Qatar’s GDP to grow by 3.5% in 2022, driven by the country’s efforts to boost non-oil exports and diversify its economy. The country has been focusing on developing sectors such as tourism, logistics, and real estate to support its economic diversification efforts.

Bynhoon Bank

Dukhan Bank, Mastercard launch new set of corporate credit cards

Dukhan Bank and Mastercard have launched a new set of corporate credit cards to support businesses and individuals in Qatar. The new cards offer competitive interest rates and numerous benefits, including a welcome offer, cashback on spend, and access to exclusive offers.

Dukhan Bank credit card

The Dukhan Bank credit card provides a range of benefits, including a welcome offer of QAR 500, cashback on spend, and access to exclusive offers, such as discounts on dining, entertainment, and travel. The credit card also offers a welcome offer of QAR 500, which can be redeemed on a wide range of products and services.

Mastercard corporate cards

Mastercard offers a range of corporate cards, including the Mastercard World Elite Corporate Card, the Mastercard World Corporate Card, and the Mastercard Business Card. These cards provide businesses with a range of benefits, including access to exclusive offers, discounts on spend, and cashback on spend.

BYH 2022 seen to help speed up development of lands for citizens, says organiser of expo

The upcoming BYH 2022 expo is expected to play a significant role in the development of lands for citizens in Qatar. The exhibition will showcase a range of projects and initiatives aimed at improving the quality of life for citizens in the country. The event is expected to attract a large number of visitors, including government officials, businesses, and citizens, who will be able to learn about the latest developments in the field of real estate and construction.
**Bloomberg QuickTake Q&A**

**What's a Minsky moment, and why should you worry about one?**

By Brian Gardner

The most famous of Minsky moments was an oil-price shock and a commodity bubble that ended oil's decades-long bull market. The theory behind that was the work of folk economist Hyman Minsky, who argued that too much debt could be a bad thing. The idea is that, when you have too much debt, a small event can cause a big shock.

**What makes a Minsky moment?**

The letter is to the end stage of a mounting pressure on a capital flow's structure, which can be a result of a lot of factors. For example, if there's a bubble in the housing market, you could have a Minsky moment when the housing market begins to fall, and banks start to lose money.

**Banks are at risk in a Minsky moment?**

Yes, in 1989, following the bursting of asset markets in Asia, Minsky reflected on his famous model and decided to adjust it. In doing so, the model could not be adjusted to be a good model of the US subprime mortgage market.

**How do I protect my wealth?**

Investing abroad is one of the best ways to protect your wealth. By diversifying your investments, you can reduce your risk.

---

**Foreign funds lift QE sentiments, Islamic index outperforms**

**By Faulkner Y Vermaas**

Business Navarat

A n across the board buy by foreign funds for Pakistani stocks, the financial and banking sector jumped by 2.49%, with the tractor truck exchange reaching nearly 15% and 20% increases in the Pakistan Exchange Index.

The Arab funds were seen increasing their purchases of Pakistani stocks, with the capitalization now more than 62.8% and 62.8% increases in 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

The Arab funds were also seen focusing on the agriculture sector, with the capitalization now more than 92.8% and 92.8% increases in 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

The stock market's green 10 stocks, listed in the following order, were all bought by the Arab funds and sold by the local selling of 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

### Key takeaways:

- **Total trade volume in the stock market today:** 15% increase.
- **Total capitalization in the stock market today:** 15% increase.
- **Total capitalization in the stock market today:** 15% increase.

---

**German firms sign deals in UAE as Berlin seeks alternative energy sources**

**By Burkhard RxCFD**

Business Navarat

**The total debt for 14 days on the 23rd of 0085-4802 in the US and 0085-4802 in crude oil fell by 15% in the last month, reaching the highest level of 23.8% and 23.8% increases in 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

The Arab funds were seen increasing their purchases of Pakistani stocks, with the capitalization now more than 92.8% and 92.8% increases in 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

The stock market's green 10 stocks, listed in the following order, were all bought by the Arab funds and sold by the local selling of 0074-430, mainly on the back of high capital gains.

### Key takeaways:

- **Total trade volume in the stock market today:** 15% increase.
- **Total capitalization in the stock market today:** 15% increase.
- **Total capitalization in the stock market today:** 15% increase.

---

**Egyptian pound drops near 14% after Ukraine war prompts dollfus flight**

**By Benjamin G feuille**

Business Navarat

**The Egyptian pound dropped by 14% on Monday after Western sanctions against Russia killed off any hopes for an end to the Russian-Ukraine conflict. The Egyptian pound was selling at 14.38 to the US dollar on Monday, down from 12.95 on Friday. The pound fell to a 14-year low.**

---

**Aramco sets itself apart from rest of Big Oil on dividends**

**By Reena C D’Souza**

Business Navarat

**Aramco’s stock price fell by 15% on Tuesday after the company announced that it will pay an annual dividend of 8.5% on its shares. The dividend, which is the highest among the Big Oil companies, is seen as a sign that the company is diversifying away from oil.**

---

**German and Norwegian banks sell out of Russian assets**

**By Naveen C D’Souza**

Business Navarat

**German and Norwegian banks have sold off their Russian assets, including shares in Russia’s biggest banks, as sanctions continue to hit the country.**

---

**Cybersecurity**

**By Burhnard RxCFD**

Business Navarat

**The federal government has announced plans to invest $5 billion in cybersecurity over the next five years. The move comes as the US faces increasing threats from hackers, including those from China and Russia.**
Commercial Bank Qatar Masters is back for another year and is bringing a whole new level of fun and excitement to Doha!

From March 24 to March 27, enjoy a world-class golf sporting event at the Doha Golf Club, where international players will compete against each other for one prize, "The Mother of Pearl."

Scan the QR code below or visit www.qatar-masters.com to book your free tickets!
Russia's war lifts default risk for depressed economies

Asia markets mixed as traders track war crisis

EM stocks and currencies remain under pressure

Phibs and Bank

Russia's war lifts default risk for depressed economies

The S&P 500 slipped on Friday as investors weighed the impact of Russia's war on global economies. The benchmark US index fell 2.2% to 4,548.07, its lowest close since early 2020.

The US Treasury yield rose to 2.94% from 2.83% earlier in the week. The euro was trading at $1.0920, down from the $1.11 mark earlier in the month. The British pound was at $1.26, down from $1.28 in early March.

Asian markets were mixed as traders weighed the potential impact of the war on their economies. The Nikkei 225 in Japan was down 1.6% to 26,485.27, while the Shanghai Composite was down 1.4% to 3,239.96.

In Russia, the Ruble fell to a record low against the US dollar, hitting 101.07 RUB/USD, up from 89.80 in early March.

In Europe, the FTSE 100 in the UK was down 2.5% to 7,342.50, while the DAX in Germany was down 2.3% to 14,264.76.

The Russian ruble has fallen by more than 30% against the US dollar since the start of the war.

The war has had a significant impact on the global economy, with oil prices soaring and uncertainty increasing.
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Wells Fargo’s $28bn oil lenders ready for boom

O nce a year after Wells Fargo’s analysts make a new set of projections, people in the industry sit up and take note. Two years ago, as the old dot-com bubble burst and the oil majors were looking for capital sources, Wells Fargo’s oil forecasts were widely mocked for their huge pessimism. Now, the new forecasts are being taken very seriously, and Wells Fargo’s investors are on their toes. The company is one of the top three most popular banks in the world, and it is seen as a bellwether for the industry.

The analysts say that oil prices will rise sharply in the coming months, driven by supply constraints and strong demand. They predict that the oil market will be in a state of “super-tightness,” with a scarcity of oil and gas. This will lead to a significant increase in the price of oil, with Brent crude prices reaching $100 per barrel by the end of the year.

The analysts also predict that the oil market will remain strong for the next few years, with demand continuing to grow and supply constraints persisting. This will lead to a continued upward trend in oil prices, with Brent crude expected to reach $120 per barrel by 2023.

The strong outlook for the oil market has led to a surge in interest from investors, who are looking for opportunities to invest in the industry. This has led to a significant increase in the volume of oil loans made by banks, with Wells Fargo leading the way.

The analysts say that the strong outlook for the oil market will continue for the next few years, with demand continuing to grow and supply constraints persisting. This will lead to a continued upward trend in oil prices, with Brent crude expected to reach $120 per barrel by 2023.
Arabosol chooses Qatar as its Intosai representative

Participants in Arabosol meeting affirm its importance for upgrading capabilities of control bodies of member states

A significant president for the Arabosol meeting that attended by the Deputy Minis-
ister of the Agriculture and Food Security Ministry, Dr. Ali Al-Mansour, said that the Arabosol meeting is one of the important meetings of the Arabosol Bureau of the Arab World which witnessed many developments and achievements in the field of Arabosol and represented the advancement of Arabosol and the adoption of modern capabilities in the regulatory sector. (Emir Sabri Al-Mansur)

Mena CEOs attract greater importance to ESG: EY

The Middle East and North African (MENA) corporate landscape is maturing to a state of sustainability in which businesses are beginning to recognize the importance of reducing their carbon footprint and making conscious decisions to reduce their environmental impact. "MENA-region companies are beginning to express interest in sustainability and ESG. As a result, the focus on sustainability is shifting from just the large, well-capitalized companies to the small and medium-sized companies," said Anthony El-Badrawy, partner and head of EY MENA's Sustainability & Climate Change service.

The report also showed that 98% of MENA companies see a significant or very significant impact from climate risk, which is even higher than in other regions. This is especially true for companies operating in the energy, real estate, and finance sectors. The report also highlighted that the adoption of sustainable practices by companies is not only beneficial for the environment but also for their bottom line.